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Description:
Jurassic Depths is a new, visually stunning, singleplayer adventure, available on the Minecraft
Marketplace. Use a lost pocket watch to travel through time and solve challenging puzzles in a newly
discovered underground ecosystem home to a vast number of dinosaurs!
Jurassic Depths is one of the first maps available on the Minecraft Marketplace to include fully-voiced
NPCs, allowing for a very rich storyline. It is also the first puzzle map to make it to the Marketplace.
The Minecraft Marketplace is a place where creators can publish their maps, skins, and texture packs
for millions of players to download! Maps on the Marketplace can currently be played on
Windows10, iOS, Android and Xbox.
The Minecraft Marketplace was launched in June 2017, and by September, creators had already
earned over a million dollars in sales!
Microsoft started work on the Marketplace shortly after its acquisition of Mojang, back in 2014. The
team decided on a curated selection of content in order to avoid IP issues and large numbers of
suboptimal user-generated submissions. Mapmaking is extremely popular in
the Minecraft community.
Microsoft hopes the new store will inspire quality additional content, such as adventure maps and
innovative interactive experiences that use Minecraft almost like a game engine.
Everbloom Studios are one of the lucky few creators allowed to publish their maps on the Minecraft
Marketplace. Everbloom has been around since October 2016, and some of their members have
been creating amazing builds and worlds in Minecraft for over 10 years!
Visit the store and play Jurassic Depths yourself, or learn more!

Features:
•
•
•
•

Fully-voiced NPCs
A time-travelling pocket watch!
8 dinosaur types (there’s even one you can ride!)
3 ancient temples full of challenging time travel puzzles.

